Tumor necrosis factor interaction with gold nanoparticles†
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We report on a systematic investigation of molecular conjugation of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF) protein onto gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and the subsequent binding behavior to its antibody (anti-TNF). We employ a combination of physical and spectroscopic characterization methods, including electrospray-differential mobility analysis, dynamic light scattering, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, fluorescence assay, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The native TNF used in this study exists in the active homotrimer configuration prior to conjugation. After binding to AuNPs, the maximum surface density of TNF is (0.09 ± 0.02) nm⁻² with a binding constant of 3 × 10⁴ (mol L⁻¹)⁻¹. Dodecyl sulfate ions induce desorption of monomeric TNF from the AuNP surface, indicating a relatively weak intermolecular binding within the AuNP-bound TNF trimers. Anti-TNF binds to both TNF-conjugated and citrate-stabilized AuNPs, showing that non-specific binding is significant. Based on the number of anti-TNF molecules adsorbed, a substantially higher binding affinity was observed for the TNF-conjugated surface. The inclusion of thiolated polyethylene glycol (SH–PEG) on the AuNPs inhibits the binding of anti-TNF, and the amount of inhibition is related to the number ratio of surface bound SH–PEG to TNF and the way in which the ligands are introduced. This study highlights the challenges in quantitatively characterizing complex hybrid nanoscale conjugates, and provides insight on TNF–AuNP formation and activity.

1. Introduction

The protein tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF) is the prototypical member of a pro-apoptotic ligand family with substantial significance for cancer therapy.¹³⁻¹¹ Studies show that after binding with specific cytokine receptors (TNFR) on the tumor endothelial vascular lining, TNF is able to induce hemorrhagic necrosis of several types of tumors.⁸⁻¹⁰ However, TNF is also a known pro-inflammatory cytokine that regulates immune response. Hence potential side effects when introducing active TNF into biological systems are expected, raising concerns about its safe use and restricting its applications in cancer therapies.¹

The benefit of targeted drug delivery, greatly facilitated by the use of nanoengineered platforms, is to mitigate these potential side effects by reducing interaction with healthy tissue. To improve therapeutic efficacy without increasing toxicity to healthy tissue, the principal approach is to increase the targeting selectivity of the drug vector toward tumor cells. This is one of the principal advantages of using nanoengineered platforms, which can accommodate multiple modalities to avoid reticuloendothelial system (RES) removal and improve both active and passive targeting.¹¹,¹² Recent studies indicate a promising route by conjugating TNF to a gold nanoparticle (AuNP)-based platform.¹³⁻¹⁵ The general concept is to improve the transportability of TNF by immobilizing TNF onto the surface of AuNPs before binding to TNFR. Theoretically, this AuNP-based targeted drug delivery should reduce the diffusion loss and also substantially enhance the drug specificity and uptake, thus increasing intracellular concentrations for targeted cells and thereby reducing both the required dose and the corresponding collateral damage to healthy tissue.

Due to rapid uptake and clearance of AuNP–TNF by the RES,³ thiolated polyethylene glycol (SH–PEG) is introduced into the formulation providing improved hydrophilicity while increasing residence time in the circulatory system.⁶ The altered biodistribution correlates to improvements in both drug safety
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† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Experimental procedures, instrumentation, materials and calculations. See DOI: 10.1039/c2nr30415e
and dose-to-dose efficacy of TNF treatment, providing proof of concept for the use of the AuNPs in targeted drug delivery for tumor eradication.

While the nanoengineered platform concept is promising, and clinical studies support the efficacy of this approach, from a drug development perspective, the capacity to quantify the composition of molecular species immobilized on the surface of the carrier particles (as well as their underlying binding affinities) is critical for optimizing performance. Of equal importance, the reliability of the measurement methods used to characterize the drug-particle conjugate must be considered, particularly in light of regulatory oversight. With regards to drug dose and activity, ligand surface density and conformation are useful targets for characterization, as they are indicators of therapeutic performance. Ideally, a standardized direct molecular characterization approach would be preferred, in the same manner currently applied to small-molecule drugs; however, for nanoparticle (NP)-based therapies, the presence of the particle and the close proximity of multiple immobilized ligands create a substantially more complex and challenging analytical problem. Furthermore, standardized and widely adopted characterization methods do not yet exist for NP-based materials.

By contrast, the binding of proteins and other ligands on flat surfaces, and their associated conformational changes, have been thoroughly investigated using a wide range of methods, including attenuated total reflectance (ATR) based spectroscopies, atomic force microscopy, circular dichroism (CD), surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and ellipsometry, among others. Some of these techniques have also found application in the study of ligand–NP interactions, in particular CD, SERS, QCM, ATR-Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and ATR-fluorescence spectroscopy.

Beyond these, a wide range of both traditional and novel methods have been used to probe the interaction between NPs and various ligands, both qualitatively and quantitatively. For example, UV-Vis absorbance has been used to estimate the size-dependent surface packing density of bovine serum albumin (BSA) on AuNPs, and to measure the adsorption isotherm for lysozyme on SiO2 NPs. Fluorescence assays have been developed to quantify the surface packing density and binding constant for BSA on AuNPs. Use of fluorescent labels for quantification of bound ligands is a common practice, while fluorescence quenching by noble metal NPs has been widely utilized to determine binding constants for proteins and to probe conformational changes; for example, the residues tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine have characteristic emission lines that can be exploited. Zhou et al. used 1H magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance to probe the structure of thiolated ligands on AuNPs. To quantify the thermodynamics of ligand binding and probe subtle conformational changes, isothermal titration calorimetry is uniquely advantageous. Researchers have frequently relied on methods that measure dimensional changes of NPs following interaction with ligands, such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) and differential mobility analysis (DMA), in order to estimate the ligand coating or corona thickness or to simply confirm conjugation has taken place.

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) has proven to be a powerful and accessible tool for determining the exchange rates and affinities of proteins (as well as other ligands), both in isolated form and from plasma mixtures, on NPs. SEC is particularly useful for discriminating between fast and slow dissociation kinetics in multi-ligand systems. Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) is a commonplace and widely used technique for the separation of proteins eluted from NPs. 1D and 2D SDS-PAGE can be applied in conjunction with mass spectrometry, for instance, to obtain quantitative analysis, but is subject to uncertainties stemming from the specific methodology used to separate, wash, and strip the ligand–NP conjugates prior to analysis.

In the context of PEG functionalized NP vectors for therapeutic and diagnostic applications, Jokerst et al. recently captured a number of key measurement issues common to the analysis of all ligand–NP conjugates: reproducibility, NP interference, quantitative capacity of the method, ligand specificity, and the difficulty of differentiating between specific and non-specific binding. The complexity of hybrid NP platforms functionalized with multiple molecular ligands cannot be understated with respect to obtaining meaningful and quantitative results.

In the case of TNF, the monomer, with a molecular mass of 17 kDa, is composed primarily of β-sheet structures. Based on literature reports, unbound (i.e., not membrane associated) TNF in solution forms stable and water-soluble 51 kDa homotrimers (i.e., assemblies of three identical monomers), which are considered biologically active and are therefore able to bind with TNFR. The homotrimer active state is, in fact, a characteristic property of the TNF family of ligands.

In contrast to unbound TNF, which has been widely studied over the past decade, the structure and functionality of NP-conjugated TNF still remains relatively unexplored. Not surprisingly, the few published studies have focused principally on the synthesis and biological activity of the conjugates, whereas the quantitative physicochemical characterization aspects are fairly limited in scope. Paciotti et al. reported using TNF-specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) to quantify TNF uptake onto AuNPs, estimating 400 bound TNF per AuNP (33 nm diameter). They also measured zeta potential in order to monitor saturation binding of TNF. TNF–AuNPs were subsequently conjugated with thiolated PEG, but the authors do not report quantification of bound PEG nor do they discuss the potential displacement of TNF when thiolated PEG is added to the AuNP vector. In a subsequent paper, Paciotti et al. described the addition of a thiolated form of the chemotherapy agent paclitaxel to the AuNP–TNF–PEG conjugate, forming a three-component ligand system. Commercially available ELISA kits were used to quantify mass saturation binding curves for both paclitaxel and TNF. The stoichiometry derived from their analysis yielded 16 TNF and 1300 paclitaxel ligands per AuNP (25 nm diameter). More recently, Messerschmidt et al. investigated single-chain TNF functionalized lipid coated polymer NPs. According to the authors, scTNF is a TNF derivative that has shown improved stability and tumoricidal response relative to the trimeric TNF. The derivative is produced by coupling three TNF monomers to two peptide linkers, and was further modified with a cysteine residue to facilitate site binding to amine functionalized polymeric NPs. A
2.3 PAGE

PAGE was performed on Novex (4 to 20) % Tris–Glycine Mini Gels (Invitrogen, Paisley, UK). Stock protein samples (200 μg mL⁻¹) were mixed with NuPAGE lithium dodecyl sulfate (LDS) loading buffer (Invitrogen). Samples (5 μg) were electrophoresed with tris–glycine running buffer for 2 h at 125 V (EC3000P-90 Electrophoresis Power Supply, Thermo Scientific, Madison, WI). After electrophoresis, proteins were then stained with a PlusOne Silver Staining Kit (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA). Solutions of 2 mg mL⁻¹ BSA (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) were used as molecular mass standards in the PAGE measurements.

2.4 Fluorescence assay and ATR-FTIR

Fluorescence assays were conducted using a Quant-iT protein assay kit (Invitrogen). A SAFIRE multi-detection monochromator microplate reader (Tecan Inc, Durham, NC, USA) was employed for the fluorescence measurements. ATR-FTIR was performed using a Nicolet Spectra 750 FTIR equipped with a Thunder Dome Germanium ATR accessory (Thermo Scientific). Details of the experimental procedures including controls for nanoparticle assay interference have been described in previous publications and are summarized in the ESI†.

2.5 ELISA

ELISA for TNF was performed by measuring absorbance at 450 nm using a Lambda 750 double-beam UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Shelton, CT, USA). AuNP samples were reacted in sequence with the components of a Human TNF-α ELISA kit (Thermo Scientific): recombinant human TNF-α, biotinylated antibody reagent, HRP-conjugated streptavidin reagent, and TMB. Details of ELISA procedures including removing the interference from AuNPs are described in the ESI†.

2.6 Measurement uncertainty

Error bars shown in figures and uncertainty ranges associated with measurement values represent one standard deviation calculated from replicate (2 to 4) measurements performed under repeatability conditions.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 TNF prior to adsorption

Due to the complexity of TNF structures, it is necessary, as a benchmark, to characterize the unbound TNF in the solution phase prior to conjugation with AuNPs. For this purpose, we utilized ES-DMA, which has been previously used as an effective tool for characterizing the molecular mass (Mₘ) distribution of unbound proteins. From the measured values of Mₘ, the aggregation state of TNF in solution was determined. As shown in Fig. 1a, we observed a narrow Mₘ-distribution: the peak Mₘ of TNF was measured at 47.3 kDa and the full width at half maximum was about 13.2 kDa. The Mₘ obtained by ES-DMA is in good agreement with the reported value for free trimeric TNF. Note that the measurement capability of ES-DMA can be as low as 6 kDa, so monomeric and dimeric TNF molecules should be observable by ES-DMA if present in the system at stoichiometry of 40 TNF per NP was reported through an indirect measurement: subtracting the amount of unbound TNF from the total quantity added in the formulation. This approach works well when used to determine the adsorption isotherm of an adsorbate, but the uncertainty increases with increasing adsorbate concentration.

In the present work, we summarize the findings of a systematic investigation of the interactions between TNF, antibodies (anti-TNF), SH–PEG, and AuNPs conducted using multiple physical and spectroscopic characterization methods, including DLS, electrospray-differential mobility analysis (ES-DMA), SDS-PAGE, ATR-FTIR, ELISA, and fluorescence assay. Initially, unbound TNF is characterized in solution, prior to conjugation with AuNPs. Subsequently, the adsorption and conformation of TNF on AuNPs (one-component adsorption), anti-TNF on TNF on AuNPs (two-component adsorption), and SH–PEG and anti-TNF on TNF on AuNPs (three-component adsorption) are investigated. The combination of complementary and orthogonal characterization methods provides an improved understanding of the binding mechanisms for this important therapeutic system and defines a general approach for the characterization of protein–multimer conjugate systems.

2. Experimental section

2.1 Materials

Commercially available 60 nm citrate-stabilized monodisperse colloidal AuNPs were obtained from Ted Pella Inc. (Redding, CA, USA). Recombinant human TNF-α and polyclonal anti-human TNF-α (PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) were utilized at concentrations up to 100 μmol L⁻¹ without further purification. For sample preparation of protein-conjugated AuNPs, 200 μL of aqueous solution with concentrations ranging from (0 to 28) μmol L⁻¹ were first prepared and then mixed with 800 μL of AuNP suspension. The final mass concentration of AuNPs in solution was estimated to be ≈41 mg L⁻¹. After 24 h, unbound ligands were removed via a centrifugation cleaning process. 20 kDa thiolated polyethylene glycol (SH–PEG20K, Nanocis, New York, NY, USA) was used at a concentration of 1 mmol L⁻¹. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, 99%, Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA) was used at a concentration of 35 mmol L⁻¹. Aqueous ammonium acetate (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) solution was prepared to adjust the ionic strength (2.5 mmol L⁻¹, 0.03 S m⁻¹). Biological grade 18.2 MΩ cm high purity deionized (DI) water (Aqua Solutions, Jasper, GA, USA) was used for preparing solutions and AuNP suspensions.

2.2 DLS and ES-DMA

DLS measurements were performed using a Zetasizer Nano (Malvern Instruments, Westborough, MA, USA). The ES-DMA system consists of an electrospray aerosol generator (Model 3480, TSI Inc., MN, USA), a differential mobility analyzer (DMA, Model 3080n, TSI Inc.) and a condensation particle counter (Model 3025, TSI Inc.). Details of the DLS and ES-DMA experimental setups and analysis have been described in previous publications. Note that the measurement capability of ES-DMA can be as low as 6 kDa, so monomeric and dimeric TNF molecules should be observable by ES-DMA if present in the system at...
The concentration of TNF used in three C conditions, representing trimeric TNF. (b) By PAGE, after treating with LDS. The left most bar shows the corresponding $M_m$ of the BSA internal standard. The right most bar is the BSA internal standard. The concentration of TNF used in PAGE was 1.18 $\mu$mol L$^{-1}$.

The mechanism of this “trimerization” is still unclear, though the major driving forces are thought to be electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, van der Waals interactions, bridging of disulfide bonds, or most likely a combination of these forces. Since the intermolecular forces within the TNF homotrimer are relatively weak compared with those of true chemical bonding, it is possible to alter the trimeric conformation via changes in the environment (e.g., by pH adjustment or the addition of other ligands) and deposition (e.g., the amount of dilution) conditions. To evaluate the stability of the trimer, LDS was added to the TNF solution and analyzed by PAGE as shown in Fig. 1b. Unlike the results of Fig. 1a, the principal TNF species present following denaturation with LDS (three replicates in the middle columns) was the monomer (~17 kDa, labeled 1), with a fainter line indicative of dimers (~34 kDa, labeled 2); the trimer band (~51 kDa, labeled 3) was barely visible. The transformation from the trimer to the monomer configuration could be attributed to electrostatic repulsion from the negatively charged dodecyl sulfates adsorbed to the individual TNF monomers. The results of Fig. 1b indicate a relative weak binding affinity between monomers in trimeric TNF.

3.2 TNF on AuNPs (one-component adsorption)

After characterizing the properties of the native TNF prior to conjugation, we then determined the adsorption isotherm for TNF on AuNPs. Like other thiol containing proteins (e.g., BSA), TNF may have the capacity to bind covalently to the surface of AuNPs through S–Au bonding. However, evidence to confirm this binding mechanism is lacking and a target of current research. A protein quantification fluorescence assay was first used to measure the surface packing density of TNF ($\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$) on AuNPs. As shown in Fig. 2a, $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ increased as $C_{\text{TNF}}$ increased at low $C_{\text{TNF}}$, but eventually reached a maximum packing density of $\sigma_{\text{TNF,max}} = 0.11$ nm$^{-2}$ at $C_{\text{TNF}} \approx 1.18$ $\mu$mol L$^{-1}$. Orthogonally, we employed ATR-FTIR to measure the adsorption isotherm of TNF on AuNPs as shown in Fig. 2b. As with the fluorescence results, $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ initially increased with low $C_{\text{TNF}}$, but began to plateau at $C_{\text{TNF}} \approx 1.18$ $\mu$mol L$^{-1}$. In contrast, however, $\sigma_{\text{TNF,max}}$ measured by ATR-FTIR was about 40% less than the value derived from fluorescence assay. This discrepancy most likely can be attributed to differences in the measurement techniques and sample preparation (e.g., AuNPs are in suspension during fluorescence measurements and in an immobilized film during ATR-FTIR measurements). In both cases, though, the data was well described by the Langmuir adsorption model. In this model,

$$K_{\text{TNF–AuNP}} = \frac{1}{C_{\text{TNF}} \left[ \frac{\sigma_{\text{TNF,max}}}{\sigma_{\text{TNF}}} \right] - 1}$$

where $K_{\text{TNF–AuNP}}$ is the equilibrium binding constant for TNF to AuNPs. As shown by the red dashed lines in Fig. 2, there was a linear relationship between $1\left[ \frac{\sigma_{\text{TNF,max}}}{\sigma_{\text{TNF}}} \right] - 1$ and $C_{\text{TNF}}$. From the slopes of these lines, $K_{\text{TNF–AuNP}}$ was found to vary from (2 to 4) x 10$^6$ (mol L$^{-1}$)$^{-1}$. The large values for $K_{\text{TNF–AuNP}}$ indicate a high affinity for TNF on AuNPs.
From Fig. 2a and b, the average value for $\sigma_{\text{TNF,max}}$ was approximately $0.09 \pm 0.02$ nm$^{-2}$, based on the averaged results of fluorescence assay and ATR-FTIR. Note that $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ is based on the number of TNF monomers per unit AuNP surface area. If the TNF was in its dimeric or trimeric form, the maximum packing density would be $\sigma_{\text{TNF, max}}/2 \approx 0.045$ nm$^{-2}$ or $\sigma_{\text{TNF, max}}/3 \approx 0.03$ nm$^{-2}$, respectively. The theoretical maximum packing density $\sigma_{\text{TNF, th}}$ for each form of TNF can be calculated from the radius of gyration, $r_g$, $\sigma_{\text{TNF, th}} = 1/(4r_g^2)$ if each TNF group is represented as a square with sides of length $2r_g$. As shown in the ES†, the TNF monomer, dimer, and trimer have $r_g$ values of 1.6 nm, 2.0 nm, and 2.3 nm, which leads to saturation ratios ($\sigma_{\text{TNF, max}}/\sigma_{\text{TNF, th}}$) of 90%, 75%, and 60%, respectively. As the degree of polymerization increases (from the monomer to the trimer form), $\sigma_{\text{TNF, max}}/\sigma_{\text{TNF, th}}$ decreases, suggesting that the more complex forms of TNF are more likely to occur.

As a comparison, the value for maximum packing density observed here for TNF ($\approx 0.09$ nm$^{-2}$) is about a factor of six larger than the value previously reported for BSA ($\approx 0.014$ nm$^{-2}$). The differences could be due to variations in their physical size: $r_g$ is 1.6 nm for a TNF monomer and 2.5 nm for BSA $^{74}$ (details for determining $r_g$ are provided in the ES†). Based on these values of $r_g$, the theoretical maximum surface packing density for TNF should be a factor of three larger than that of BSA. Another possibility could be due to the difference in electrostatic repulsion from the adsorbed proteins on AuNPs. Because TNF is more neutrally charged at pH 7 compared with negatively charged BSA (the soluble form of TNF has a theoretical isoelectric point (pI) of 7.00 while BSA has a pI of 5.60), $^{21,75}$ the electrostatic repulsion between molecules should be less for TNF than for BSA, resulting in a more favorable environment to accommodate more protein in the same surface area.

After characterizing $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ using spectroscopic methods, we then investigated the structure of TNF conjugated on AuNPs by means of two physical characterization methods: DLS and ES-DMA. Using these techniques, it is possible to quantify the physical dimensions of the TNF layer on AuNPs, as the measured increase in particle size is equal to two times the film thickness. As shown in the first column of Fig. 3a, a significant increase in the hydrodynamic particle diameter (relative to the unconjugated citrate-stabilized AuNPs) was observed by DLS ($\Delta d_{p, hz} = 10.9$ nm), corresponding to a 5.5 nm TNF shell thickness in the wet state (0.5$\Delta d_{p, hz} = 5.5$ nm). The increase in particle diameter obtained from ES-DMA, $\Delta d_{p,m}$, was determined to be 6.4 nm, corresponding to a 3.2 nm TNF shell thickness in the dry state (0.5$\Delta d_{p,m} = 3.2$ nm, first column of Fig. 3a). Because ES-DMA is a gas phase method that measures the TNF shell thickness in the dry state, the measured thickness is less than the results determined by DLS. By comparing $0.5\Delta d_{p, hz}$ to the values of $2r_g$ for the various forms of TNF, it is possible to speculate about the conformation of TNF bound to AuNPs. From the ES†, $2r_g$ is 3.2 nm, 4.0 nm, and 4.6 nm for the monomer, dimer, and trimer forms of TNF, respectively. Given that the measured value for $0.5\Delta d_{p, hz}$ is close to the value of $2r_g$ for the trimer, it is likely that the TNF is adopting a higher degree of polymerization on the AuNP surface. Note that we are not able to exclude the possibility that the conjugated TNF molecules are stacked in forms having an even higher degree of aggregation than the trimer, as $0.5\Delta d_{p, hz}$ was somewhat larger than $2r_g$ for the TNF trimer. Despite the uncertainty associated with the TNF structure on the AuNP surface, we found that the width of AuNP size distribution was almost unchanged ($\approx 10$ nm) after conjugation, indicating that TNF (in whatever form) homogeneously coated the AuNP surfaces (details on the size distributions are in the ES†) and did not induce particle agglomeration.

To further investigate the structure of TNF and its binding to AuNPs, conjugated TNF AuNPs were subjected to SDS and then characterized by DLS and ES-DMA; SDS is used as a denaturing agent for determination of protein molecular mass. As shown in the second column of Fig. 3a (denoted as “TNF + 60Au then SDS”), $\Delta d_{p,m}$ decreased by $\approx 51\%$ after treatment with SDS, indicating a partial desorption of TNF molecules from AuNP surfaces in the dry state. ATR-FTIR was used to investigate the effect of SDS on the TNF adsorbed on AuNPs. Samples were first centrifuge-cleaned before drop-casting on the ATR crystal. Then, the ATR-FTIR measurements were performed in the dry state (details in the ES†). Fig. 3b shows the IR spectra of TNF conjugates on AuNPs, with the two major absorption bands corresponding to TNF: amide I at $\approx 1619$ cm$^{-1}$ and amide II at $\approx 1510$ cm$^{-1}$. After adding SDS, the intensities of the amide I and amide II bands decreased by at least 50%. The ATR-FTIR results confirm that a substantial quantity of the conjugated TNF is desorbed from the AuNPs. The trend shown by DLS measurements was quite different. We observe that $\Delta d_{p, hz}$ increases by 0.5 nm upon treatment with SDS; while this change is within the expected experimental uncertainty, it clearly shows that a substantial decrease in the surface coating thickness does not occur even with the corresponding loss of some surface-associated TNF. Since $\Delta d_{p, hz}$ is dependent on both molecular conformation and surface packing density, $^{21,22}$ a more expanded conformation in the presence of SDS may compensate the loss of...
TDNF, resulting in a similar shell thickness. In other words, SDS may “unravel” TNF into a more extended conformation, allowing SDS and additional water molecules to fill the newly created voids. Note that the concentration of SDS used (3.5 mmol L⁻¹) was below the critical micelle concentration.

Using all of the aforementioned data, it is possible to create a hypothetical description that illustrates the various interactions between TNF and AuNPs. Prior to adding SDS (Fig. 3c, part 1), some of the TNF is directly conjugated to the AuNPs, possibly via covalent S–Au bonds, while other TNF molecules are attached to the AuNPs via non-specific interactions with neighboring conjugated TNF. After adding SDS (Fig. 3c, part 2), the TNF molecules not directly attached to the AuNPs are first denatured to a more extended form and then dissociated from the surface of the AuNPs, which results in a decrease to the measured film thickness in the dry state (decrease in Δd_p,m). The TNF molecules attached to the AuNP surface remain largely adsorbed, but in a more extended (denatured) conformation, resulting in an increase to the measured film thickness in the wet state (increase in Δd_p,hz). As stated previously, direct evidence to confirm covalent bonding between S-containing TNF and the AuNP surface is presently lacking, but S–Au bonding would be consistent with the results described above and experiments to further address this issue are planned.

3.3 Anti-TNF on TNF-conjugated AuNPs (two-component adsorption)

For applications of AuNP-based targeted drug delivery, it is vitally important to know if TNF remains active after conjugation. In this section, we use anti-TNF to determine if the binding behavior of TNF is altered after conjugation onto the AuNP surface. In solution, unbound anti-TNF has active antigen recognition sites (receptors) capable of binding with the active unbound TNF. The interaction between anti-TNF and the TNF–AuNP conjugate is relatively unexplored. For example, it is still unknown whether sub-monolayer TNF coatings would provide better accessibility to epitopes on the TNF complex that would enable anti-TNF binding, thereby increasing the percentage of conjugated TNF recognized. Our objective here was to confirm that binding between anti-TNF and TNF still occurs after TNF is surface bound. The assumption of activity for the bound TNF is based on previous evidence of antibodies being able to recognize their antigen targets when those targets were bound to nanoparticles.

First we performed physical measurements to obtain dimensional information regarding anti-TNF bound to both TNF-conjugated and citrate-stabilized AuNPs (the latter serving as a de facto control). After the surface of AuNPs was fully saturated with TNF molecules (i.e., the surface density reached a plateau), anti-TNF at a concentration of 0.27 μmol L⁻¹ was introduced into the system. Note that at least 98% of unbound TNF was removed prior to the interaction between TNF–AuNP and anti-TNF. As shown in Fig. 4a, Δd_p,hz (from DLS) and Δd_p,m (from DMA) of TNF-conjugated AuNPs increased from 10.9 nm to 21.2 nm and from 6.4 nm to 11.3 nm, respectively, suggesting the formation of an anti-TNF layer on the TNF-conjugated AuNPs. Subtracting the contribution of the TNF layer discussed previously, Δd_p,hz and Δd_p,m from the anti-TNF layer alone was 10.3 nm and 4.9 nm, respectively. Note that the difference between Δd_p,hz and Δd_p,m here is due primarily to the difference in the measurement environment as discussed previously.

We also observed that anti-TNF was able to directly adsorb to the surface of AuNPs without the presence of conjugated TNF (i.e., in the absence of antigen binding receptors). As shown in Fig. 4a, we observed Δd_p,hz = 16.7 nm and Δd_p,m = 8.5 nm after the adsorption of anti-TNF on citrate-stabilized AuNPs. In this case, binding could occur via the cysteine or amine groups in the sequence of anti-TNF, which is similar to other types of protein absorption on AuNPs and was not specific to the antigen binding receptors. In general, the dimensional information measured by DLS and ES-DMA in Fig. 4a is in semi-quantitative agreement. In general, Δd_p,hz and Δd_p,m from adsorption of anti-TNF was unexpectedly larger for the citrate-stabilized AuNPs than for the TNF-conjugated AuNPs. The difference can be attributed to either a difference in the amount of anti-TNF adsorbed on the AuNPs or to a difference in the conformation of the adsorbed anti-TNF layer in the presence and absence of the receptors. DLS and ES-DMA are unable to identify the location of the anti-TNF on the AuNPs. However, it is unlikely that the anti-TNF displaced the conjugated TNF, as the anti-TNF concentration was small (Canti-TNF < 0.05 μmol L⁻¹) and the TNF packing density was large (i.e., close to saturation).

ATR-FTIR was employed to provide spectroscopic information complementary to the dimensional analysis. As shown in Fig. 4b, the amide I and amide II peaks representing anti-TNF adsorption on both citrate-stabilized AuNPs (top, blue) and TNF-conjugated AuNPs (bottom, red) were observed after water cleaning steps, confirming that the anti-TNF was bound to the AuNPs in both cases. For the anti-TNF on citrate-stabilized AuNPs, the amide I and amide II frequencies were 1633 cm⁻¹ and 1546 cm⁻¹, respectively. In contrast, the amide I and amide II frequencies for the anti-TNF on TNF-conjugated AuNPs were 1627 cm⁻¹ and 1526 cm⁻¹, respectively. The shifts in characteristic absorbance peak wavenumbers suggest differences in anti-TNF conformation on the two different types of surfaces. In addition, from the change of vibration frequency, it is reasonable...
to exclude the effect of anti-TNF adsorption to the citrate-stabilized gold surface directly when $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ is high (details in ESI†).

Using all of the aforementioned data, it is possible to describe a physical model that illustrates the two different binding mechanisms for anti-TNF on AuNPs, as shown in Fig. 4c. In the absence of TNF (Fig. 4c, part 1), anti-TNF can bind to the AuNP surface through its reactive functional groups (such as cysteines), and this type of binding mechanism shows no specificity to its antigen receptors. By contrast, on the TNF coated AuNP surface (Fig. 4c, part 2), anti-TNF preferably binds with the antigens of the TNF–AuNP conjugates (and may be sterically excluded from binding directly with the AuNP surface).

3.4 SH–PEG and anti-TNF on TNF-conjugated AuNPs (three-component adsorption)

Conceptually, SH–PEG provides the TNF–AuNP conjugate with a measure of protection from removal by the RES,20,58 and may prevent the surface-bound TNF from being recognized by ligand receptors other than the TNFR on the tumor endothelial vascular lining.24,26 As discussed previously, the one component adsorption to AuNPs (TNF + AuNP) shows low delivery efficacy in a published preclinical study: the drug vector was highly recognized by the RES system. Adding SH–PEG to the TNF–AuNP formulation (i.e., two component ligand system) exhibited effective reduction in RES removal.2,4,6 Although effective in preclinical studies, there remains a lack of quantitative understanding of this phenomenon and the factors that impact it. In a previous study we demonstrated the efficacy of using ATR-FTIR to characterize competitive adsorption between a protein (BSA) and SH–PEG on AuNPs. Results indicated that the presence of SH–PEG inhibits the adsorption of BSA. In the present work, ATR-FTIR was used to assess the effect of SH–PEG on the subsequent anti-TNF binding to TNF-conjugated AuNPs (i.e., presence of both SH–PEG and TNF). Studies were performed using SH–PEG with $M_w = 20$ kDa (denoted as SH–PEG20K), as it is not easily displaced by competing proteins and has been widely used for RES avoidance in other systems.60 Two different surface density ratios (i.e., surface density of SH–PEG20K, $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$, to $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$) were prepared using the same concentration of TNF (2.9 $\mu$mol L$^{-1}$) and SH–PEG (200 $\mu$mol L$^{-1}$) but with different adsorption conditions: simultaneous competitive adsorption (denoted as Condition 1) and displacement of pre-existing TNF conjugates by SH–PEG20K (denoted as Condition 2). Details on sample preparation are given in the ESI†. Because of the effects of available binding sites on the AuNP surface, and steric hindrance,25,40 a higher ratio of $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$ to $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ was expected in Condition 1 than in Condition 2.

Fig. 5a shows the IR spectra for TNF and SH–PEG20K on AuNPs. Amide I and amide II bands were observed for all three conditions, confirming TNF adsorption. In Condition 1 and Condition 2, we observed absorption peaks at 1080 cm$^{-1}$, which correspond to C–O stretching of SH–PEG (denoted as (C–O)PEG), after SH–PEG20K was adsorbed to AuNPs.40 The surface packing densities of TNF and SH–PEG20K were calculated using the intensities of the amide II bands and the (C–O)PEG peaks, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5b. In Condition 1, $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ were 0.011 $\text{nm}^{-2}$ and 0.007 $\text{nm}^{-2}$, respectively. In Condition 2, $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ were 0.004 $\text{nm}^{-2}$ and 0.026 $\text{nm}^{-2}$, respectively. Hence, the ratio of $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$ to $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ in Condition 1 was about an order of magnitude larger than that in Condition 2. Details on the calculation of $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ were provided in a previous publication60 and are also summarized in the ESI†.

After functionalizing with different $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$ to $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ ratios, anti-TNF was introduced. The surface packing density of anti-TNF, $\sigma_{\text{anti-TNF}}$, was quantified based on the intensity of the amide II band in the corresponding ATR-FTIR spectra. As shown in Fig. 5c, $\sigma_{\text{anti-TNF}}$ increased as the concentration of anti-TNF, $C_{\text{anti-TNF}}$, increased for all conditions studied. In the range of $C_{\text{anti-TNF}}$ studied, the maximum value of $\sigma_{\text{anti-TNF}}$ (denoted as $\sigma_{\text{anti-TNF,max}}$) on TNF-conjugated AuNPs was $\approx 0.0014 \text{ nm}^{-2}$, which is slightly larger than that for citrate-stabilized AuNPs ($\sigma_{\text{anti-TNF,max}} \approx 0.0011 \text{ nm}^{-2}$). Thus, although evidence shows that antigen binding on TNF promotes anti-TNF adsorption to AuNPs, non-specific adsorption is nonetheless substantial when TNF is absent. With SH–PEG20K on the AuNPs, $\sigma_{\text{anti-TNF}}$ decreased significantly; $\sigma_{\text{anti-TNF,max}}$ decreased by 82% for Condition 1 and 51% for Condition 2. Quantitatively, ATR-FTIR results indicate that a larger ratio of $\sigma_{\text{SH-PEG20K}}$ to $\sigma_{\text{TNF}}$ creates greater inhibition to anti-TNF adsorption on AuNPs. Note that SH–PEG remains relatively stable on AuNPs after interacting with anti-TNF in our experiment.

Orthogonally, we used ELISA as a qualitative comparison to the results of ATR-FTIR shown in Fig. 5c. In the ELISA experiments, the optical response is the absorbance of horse-radish peroxidase (HRP)-catalyzed tetramethylbenzidine substrate (TMB) ($\lambda = 450$ nm), which is dependent on the amount of HRP-linked streptavidin conjugated on AuNPs.
through biotinylated anti-TNF. A decrease in HRP should be evident, based on the corresponding optical response, if the SH–PEG20K coating serves to screen anti-TNF adsorption. As shown in Fig. 5d, for TNF-conjugated AuNPs, a strong absorbance at λ = 450 nm was observed after allowing the HRP to catalyze reaction of TMB for 30 minutes before quenching with sulfuric acid. With SH–PEG20K on the AuNPs, the optical response decreased by about 90%, indicating the adsorption of anti-TNF on TNF-conjugated AuNPs is strongly inhibited. Note that the SH–PEG20K was introduced to AuNP simultaneously with TNF. Also, the absorbance for TNF-conjugated AuNPs was significantly larger than citrate-stabilized AuNPs alone (even though the difference seems to be more significant than the results of ATR-FTIR). The ELISA results show that the conjugated TNF molecules promote adsorption of anti-TNF onto AuNPs. The ELISA results are in qualitative agreement with ATR-FTIR measurements. Future work will seek to improve the quantitative capacity for orthogonal comparison of these two techniques.

4. Conclusions

Adsorbed of TNF and anti-TNF on AuNPs can be characterized through a selective combination of physical and spectroscopic approaches. We confirmed that TNF molecules exist in the trimeric form in solution, with relatively weak intra-aggregate binding. Following conjugation, the surface adsorbed density of TNF on AuNPs approaches a plateau value ≈0.09 nm⁻². A high binding affinity was found between TNF and AuNPs, with a binding constant \( K_{\text{TNF-AuNP}} \approx 3 \times 10^6 \) (mol L⁻¹)⁻¹. Anti-TNF can bind at substantial levels with both citrate-stabilized and TNF-conjugated AuNPs, suggesting that nonspecific binding occurs on the Au surface in addition to antigen specific binding. In the presence of bound SH–PEG (20 kDa), the binding of anti-TNF to TNF-conjugated AuNPs is partially inhibited due to screening and TNF displacement by the SH–PEG. This “screening” effect is lessened when TNF is first conjugated to the AuNPs and SH–PEG is added subsequently (compared with simultaneous conjugation). The coexistence of TNF and PEG on the AuNP surface is a necessary requirement for clinical applications, as each serves a specific function; however, our results demonstrate that SH–PEG can strongly inhibit TNF binding to AuNP, and so the order and relative concentrations of these species must be carefully controlled in order to obtain a clinically efficacious balance of ligands. The molar mass of the SH–PEG may also be a significant factor, though this was not explored in the present study. Shorter chain PEG ligands would likely provide a reduction in the observed TNF inhibition, but they may also impact TNF binding and drug efficacy. It is worth noting that 20 kDa PEG is at the upper end of the molar mass range typically used with NP drug delivery vectors (~1000 Da to 20 kDa), though ligands with much smaller ethylene glycol monomer repeats have been reported. Extension of the characterization strategy we report here to interrogate the effects of PEG chain length is an apt topic for future research. The use of molecular linkers to improve TNF conjugate stability and bioactivity, as described recently by Messerschmidt et al., is another promising approach that would be of particular interest from a characterization perspective. The use of such linkers might also facilitate improved surface passivation to mitigate the high level of non-specific adsorption of TNFR observed in the present study.

Additionally, we found that the presence of AuNPs in the ELISA assay interferes with the optical detection modality. Removal of the AuNPs is not easily achieved, and can create additional uncertainties (e.g., due to the recovery of ligands prior to ELISA measurements). From our experience with TNF–AuNP conjugates, ELISA is limited to qualitative analysis when conducted in the presence of AuNPs, despite the ease of measurement accessibility for such assays.

In conclusion, the work presented here provides a prototype methodology: using a combination of widely available dimensional and spectroscopic characterization methods in order to interrogate the adsorption and desorption processes in multiple ligand–nanoparticle systems. This is particularly useful where protein ligands are characterized by a complex structure (e.g., a reactive trimer aggregate, as in the case of TNF). In addition, the methodology developed in this study can be applied to investigate other types of antibody–antigen interactions, as well as the potential screening effect of competing ligands present during formulation of nanoparticle-based therapeutic platforms. Although the present work is comprehensive in scope, and has provided new insight, questions regarding the mechanistic aspects of TNF binding and its surface-bound conformation remain. Future studies will include refinement of the current methodology and continued development of new approaches.
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